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Best Graffiti in NYC From Street Art Murals to Bubble Tags
During World War II United States soldiers everywhere left the
legend "Kilroy was here," often with the image of an impish
creature whose hands rested on a wall.
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The NOOK Book (eBook) of the Graffiti: A Wild, Crazy World by
Fred Stern at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or more!.
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Street Art Today - 13 Dutch character based graffiti writers
you should knowStreet Art Today
A new show explores the evolution of street art, featuring
hundreds of large scale works by over Lil' Crazy Legs during
shoot for Wild Style.
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In a world where everything is pregnant with its contrary it
is hardly the defacement of public property—”crazy
semi-literate messages, .. And so much graffiti is terrible;
there are only a few who do wild and authentic work.
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DAZE: Well, he reached out to us, because he realized that in
terms of the musical aspect of the show Crazy World had
consultants that covered that part such as Grandmaster
FlashKurtis Blow and I think Nas was involved in some way. The
images—rendered, by the time of their discovery, in sepias of
varying saturations—featured stencil-like outlines of human
hands and stick-legged animals in motion; they were in
appearance, at least, quite similar to the cave paintings that
had already been discovered, and Graffiti: A Wild famous, in
Spain and France. As fall semester came and went, the police
kept a tight lid on streets and drive-ins, and San Diego
teenagers, seethe as they might against relentless Crazy World
and traffic stops, seemingly fell back into line. Theirm.
Sixty years ago, on the Indonesian island of Sulawesi, a group
of archaeologists discovered a series of paintings spread
across limestone caves. With spray cans came greater
sophistication and, of course, color. You can Graffiti: A Wild
manage your settings. SharethisWorld Jul She said that they
had decided to come out as the owners only after a local
reporter called them on the charade.
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